NEWSLETTER

THE

BANKRUPTCY
O F S A T A N

Excerpt from a message delivered by Pastor
Tunde Bakare at the July 2021 Dominion
Partners Meeting at the CGCC

L

et us take a look at a particular truth
whose understanding is lost or rather
rare on many people in the body of
Christ today. It is a revelation of the
BANKRUPTCY OF SATAN.
This treatise is therefore an attempt to help
the children of God know how to take back
and realize everything the devil had stolen
(John 10:10 “…. he has come to steal, kill and
destroy…..”). God created a world of
abundance for the benefit of His children,
unfortunately, this is not real in the
experience of the vast majority in the body
of Christ.

and robbed man by deception of the
provisions of God, therefore onus is upon
every child of God to send eviction notice in
judgement on every illegal occupant of
everything that God has created for us to
richly enjoy, because the law says that all
trespassers shall be prosecuted.

To unlock the vast resources of God and
appropriate the same into the experience of
any child of God on the earth today, there
are three tested and trusted keys that can be
used;
1. The destiny key
In order to appreciate the enormity of 2. The assignment key
resources available to the children of God, 3. The revelation key
let us first of all take a look at the Net-Worth
THE DESTINY KEY
of the Almighty God.
It must be understood that there is no one
The Bible has in it a declaration of God’s
created by God that is destined to be poor
assets as stated unequivocally in Psalm
or rich. The big issue therefore is in the fact
24:1 “The earth is the Lord’s, and all its
that it is when you locate your destiny and
fullness, the world and those who dwell
line up with God that all kinds of resources therein”
As at today in the earth, there are three sets human, material and financial etc begins to
of people you will find on any parcel of land gravitate towards you for the fulfillment of
that destiny. Examples abound in the bible
at any point in time;
from stories around Joseph, Cyrus and
1. The owner
Moses;
2. The occupier
Joseph – He became aware of his destiny at
3. The trespasser
As far as the earth is concerned and the age of 17. Despite challenges and
according to Psalm 24:1, God is the owner attempts by his brothers to frustrate that
of everyone and everything dwelling in and destiny, it eventually came to fulfilment
under the earth, this includes; crude oil, gas, against all odds by the time he turned 30 in
gold, diamond etc. (Psalm 50:12, Jeremiah a foreign land. Through the life of Joseph,
10:10-16, Colossians 1:12-18, Revelation we see that God can show you your destiny
4:1-11). At creation in the book of Genesis, but will not show you all the routes involved,
God gave the legal occupation of the earth this helps to develop faith and absolute
to Adam thereafter was the appearance of a dependence on God for its fulfilment.
Cyrus - God spoke about the destiny of
trespasser – Satan, the devil who entered
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Cyrus through Isaiah the prophet 125 years
before he was born, long before his father
met his mother for conception. Cyrus as
prophesied became a powerful Gentile king
who made a proclamation for the release of
everything that was stolen from the temple
and sent the children of God back to their
land from captivity.
Moses - It took 40 years for Moses to
actually know his destiny. He was too much
of a Jew to become an Egyptian and too
much an Egyptian to become a Jew. But at
the age of 40 “IT” (the force of destiny) came
into his heart to visit his brethren (Act 7:23),
that force continued to push him till he led
the children of Israel out of bondage.
THE ASSIGNMENT KEY
Genesis 37:2 – This is the history of Jacob,
Joseph being 17 years.
It can be implied that the reason why Jacob
came to the earth was because of Joseph.
Parenting is often not regarded by many as
a sacred assignment. God expects us to
carry out this assignment with an utmost
sense of responsibility. Parents must not
sleep on duty because according to
Matthew 13:25, while men slept, the enemy
came and sowed tares among wheats in the
field.
Many children turn out in life to become
liabilities on society because most mothers
never realized that they are home makers
therefore abdicated their duty posts in
pursuit of other things. After the death of
Rachel, Jacob played the role of father and
mother to Joseph so well but was robbed of
that fellowship when Joseph turned 17
through the conspiracy of his other children
(The brothers of Joseph). But to God those
17 years were enough to fill him with what it
will take to realize his destiny, however, God
also ensured that both father and son
reunited in glory and had another 17 years
of bliss together in Egypt.
1. The Revelation Key
Psalm 68:1-13
We cannot be fully secured and grounded in
faith especially in the area of finances until
we have a crystal-clear revelation of God’s
abundance and operate in the same. Those
who do not know the extent of the wealth of
our God easily compromise their faith,
winning by righteousness would be to such
people a mere slogan because they are not

secure in God’s provision.
According to Daniel the prophet, it is those who know their God
that will be strong and do exploits. For you to do exploits you must
also learn what Daniel did. He purposed in his heart that he would
not defile himself with the King’s portion of meat. It is with this
foundation of revelation that you can like Daniel speak truth to
power and say to the king, keep your gift to yourself and give your
reward to another.

Satan claims to have in his custody today are stolen resources from
the children of God.

Satan was kicked out of heaven so that there will be no place for
him in heaven. He was sent to the earth to suffer. When he was sent
to the earth, the mandate of the Church is “give no place to the
devil” (Ephesians 4:27). When we neglect our assignment and
pursue gold instead of God, we put ourselves under the rule of the
enemy and operate in the depths of Satan, which is the love of
money
(Rev 2:24).
In order to fight the good fight of faith especially in the area of our
finances it is very important to do a critical assessment of God’s
wealth and net worth side by side with the net worth of all the gods Prayer
In this season of FULL, COMPLETE AND TOTAL RESTORATION:
of this earth and the lords of the earth.
#Lord let the pull of destiny come into my heart.
It was at calvary that the devil unwittingly filed bankruptcy (…. for #Lord help me to identify and understand my assignment, so that I
had the princes of this world knew it, they would not have crucified don’t become part of a wasted generation.
the Lord of glory -1Cor 2:8). By virtue of the sacrifice of the Lord
Jesus Christ on the cross at calvary, all that Adam lost in the garden N.B. God’s man in God’s place, doing God’s work in God’s way
of Eden became restored to anyone in Christ Jesus, so whatever
and at God’s time will never lack God’s support

From The Desk
of the Editor

Certain scriptures fascinate me, and
on a high premium is the book of
Ezra. I call it traversing between the
prophetic and apostolic narratives.

accurate vessels chosen for the
executions. King Cyrus, though a
heathen and foreigner to the
commonwealth of Israel, was
predestined as the Divine instrument
to facilitate the return from captivity.

He was to play a key role in the
national and spiritual transformation,
transition, reconstruction, and
development of the covenant nation,
Israel. Very remarkably, every event
While, on one hand, Ezra takes us and practice played out according to
down on a journey in history when the template already given.
there was a prevailing decadent
spiritual ecosystem in the nation of These developments are clear
Israel eliciting divine warnings and indications that God is always a party
declaration of impending devastating to national, spiritual transformation
consequences by His Servants; he also and reconstruction movements. After
shows us divine scripted templates all, He pre-determines the boundaries
exe c u t e d f o r r e s t o r a t i o n a n d of every nation and the season of
transformation.
visitation, Acts 17: 26.
They bring to the fore our apostolic
Prophets Jeremiah, Isaiah, Ezekiel mandate which we must commit to.
among others were on different Everyone is involved in pulling down
occasions sent by God to warn, the old order, practices, and
rebuke, and engineer needed ethical allegiances against God and His
adjustments for national reformation. K i n g d o m , a n d r e b u i l d i n g ,
Unfortunately, those efforts and reconstructing, transforming, and
instructions were observed in the reforming creation according to the
breach. The national leaders were pattern given. Jeremiah 1:4-9, Isaiah
enmeshed in corruption, the spiritual 49: 1-26.
leaders were complicit in the crime, Isaiah in the bid to ensure that past
while the people were indifferent to blunders do not destroy future
the scenario, Ezekiel 22 and Jeremiah destines put it bluntly, that “those
5: 18-31.
from among you Shall build the old
waste places; You shall raise up the
Ezra captured all these in his foundations of many generations;
lamentation in Ezra 9: 5-15
And you shall be called the Repairer
of the Breach, The Restorer of
O b v i o u s ly, G o d s c r i p t e d H i s
Streets to Dwell In". Isaiah 58:12.
restoration strategies and revealed the

By implication from Ezra, every role,
p u r p o s e, t a s k , a s s i g n m e n t ,
engagement, responsibility, or
enterprise in life has an eternal value.
There is already a preceding script.
Secondly, every role is an offshoot of
an original template, design,
instructions, or pattern given by God,
and must be built accordingly. God
instructed Moses, Solomon to build
according to the pattern showed them.
Abraham saw a pattern, Jesus built
according to Glory shown Him,
Hebrews 12:2, John 17: 1-5, Hebrews
8:1-6; Hebrews 9; Exodus 31, 36 & 40,
2 Chronicles 8:16.
Thirdly, every role, task, mission, or
engagement is a reconstruction of the
original concept that was disrupted,
ruptured, defaced, or compromised by
man and the fallen system
(nonetheless, has an underlying
eternal restoration plan, order or
structure already in place). Genesis 1:
1-2, Genesis 3: 22, Ecclesiastes 7:29,
Ecclesiastes 3:1-16, Psalm 102:12-13.
Fourthly, as the Wise Master Builder,
God scripted, directed, inspired, and
appointed vessels with passion,
energy to initiate, develop and execute
their respective roles in confirming
every prophecy earlier given to
establish His eternal purpose. Note
that this has a high compliance
quotient as He ensured both the
stakeholders and supporters without
fail, rallied with resources. There were
bound to be challenges, obstacles,
institutional oppositions but the God

factor and savviness pulled in as
leverage.
By extension, God has called, graced,
skilled, and put us in ministry,
endeavors, businesses, among others
to rebuild creation to His established
pattern. Over the seasons, some of us
had connected with this eternal plan
and extending the kingdom values
and principles in our domains and
spheres of influence through random
acts of human kindness, varying
transformation initiatives, and
ventures. Strategically, this has been
the goal, vision, and mandate of the
GAIN Network.
We celebrate those who are extending
and executing this already while
encouraging others not to be far way
behind. As a challenge our Presiding
Apostle, Dr. Tunde Bakare has been at
the forefront of expressing and
extending the Kingdom on many
mountains. As covenant members of
the Network, we can only redouble
his efforts.

NEWS FROM THE MOUNTAINS
MOUNTAIN OF MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT
ABIA STATE - Pastor Kenneth Chikwere
The New Destiny House, Abia State
The rebirth of a Radio Ministry christened - A TIME TO LOVE
This radio app is available online 24/7 and can be downloaded from
Google play store as "King's Voice Radio"

GAIN-OGUN STATE
SISTER OBIAGELI & OLORUNSHOLA OSASONA OF BERLAT INSTITUTE.

Empowerment programme for children and youth with the revival of the
Cotton industry (From Farming to Textile Production)
Cloth a Child Initiative
Make what you wear

MOUNTAIN OF MEDIA & ENTERTAINMENT

Gladly, we have showcased some
transformationABIA
initiatives
STATE -from
Pastor Kenneth Chikwere - The New Destiny House, Abia
different chapters. This edition will
State
continue in the
same trajectory.
The
rebirth feedback
of a Radio Ministry christened - A TIME TO LOVE
Thank you for the honest
app is available online 24/7 and can be downloaded from Google
and pictorials of This
your radio
transformation
initiatives as sentplay
down.
store as "King's Voice Radio"
As our GAIN Website comes on
stream, we will have more platforms
t o p r o m o t e, c o n s o l i d a t e a n d
collaborate on all of our efforts.
We encourage everyone to go beyond
the norm. Let us extend the love of
Christ, centralize God, catalyze
change, establish scriptural standards,
patterns and raise quality discipleship
wherever we find ourselves. By so
doing we facilitate the emergence of
the Apostolic Church and
establishments across the globe to
impact the world, impart the Church,
and Implant His Glory.
This is our GAIN mandate. This is
our DNA. Run with it. Build our
people to embrace it. Remember,
Christ left His Church the way He
wanted it, and He is coming back for
the Church the way He left it.
Thank you.

NEWS FROM THE MOUNTAINS CONT...

MOUNTAIN OF ECONOMY
EKITI STATE - Rev Tope Popoola
Rev, Tope Popoola was inducted as Fellow of
the Institute of Management Consultants of
Nigeria (FIMC) and also qualified as a
CERTIFIED MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT,
regarded in over 50 countries (Canada and
USA inclusive) as the highest certification level
in Management Consulting. Also nominated
into membership of the EDUCATION &
TRAINING COMMITTEE of the Nigerian
Association of Chambers of Commerce,
Industry, Mines & Power (NACCIMA).

MOUNTAIN OF FAMILY
OGUN STATE:
Evangelist Sarah Abiodun through her
ministry - Women with One Voice is
championing a revival in the lives of women
in Ogun State. This she does by accepting
responsibility for the lives of the poor and
under-privileged families in her territory of
influence through offering medical
facilities (which includes footing the bill for
surgeries), award of scholarships, assisting
widows to set up small scale businesses,
skills empowerment for the youth etc

MOUNTAIN OF GOVERNMENT
GAIN BENUE
GAIN Benue has been championing several revolutionary initiatives in Benue State. The latest effort was the
August 2021 Leadership Summit held on the campus of Benue State University themed: NOT TOO YOUNG TO
TAKE OVER
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